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Blueway Modules for TRACKER PRO™

Advanced Options for Your Audit Management Solution

TRACKER PRO helps hospitals, health systems and physician practices seamlessly manage the audit
process, reducing manual data entry and strain on internal resources. Blueway Modules for
TRACKER PRO build on this expertise and take audit management to the next level. Bundled with
TRACKER PRO, they create the most powerful audit management solution available in the market
today.
GNYHA Ventures and Bluemark bring together adaptive technology, industry expertise, and an
experienced community of users to fuel ongoing enhancements to TRACKER PRO—ensuring the tool
is always ready to protect you and your reimbursement dollars from the latest industry challenges.
Blueway Modules can further reduce manual
data entry, facilitate audit creation workflow,
support financial tracking, and ensure consistent
and accurate tracking of audited claims. These
features reduce administrative burdens on your
staff, freeing them up to focus on what matters
most—quality and patient care.

Blueway Modules for TRACKER
PRO can eliminate up to 75% of
the manual data entry process
and reduce overall time spent in
the system by 50%.

835 Remittance Interface
Add significant data automation to TRACKER PRO through an exchange of standard 835
remittance files for Medicaid and Medicare payers. The interface pulls financial information from
your system into TRACKER PRO, greatly reducing up-front data entry.
837 Claims Interface
Enhance TRACKER PRO with coding information that is captured in addition to the original
payment data and advanced automation for better pre-pay reviews.
esMD Submissions
Enable electronic medical records submissions directly from TRACKER PRO to esMD-participating
auditors. Submissions are completed electronically, and acknowledgements are received
electronically, as well.
Appeals Vendor Interface
Where available, upload and submit required documentation and receive updates to cases
electronically via a secure interface. All hard-copy documentation provided by the appeals vendor
will automatically be added to each case, along with the changes in status and outcomes as the
case moves through the appeal process. Current interface exists with Executive Health
Resources.
Blueway Modules can be purchased separately or bundled together for advanced efficiency.
TRACKER PRO is American Hospital Association RACTrac compatible and Executive Health Resources
(EHR) accredited. TRACKER PRO is powered by Bluemark, a certified Health Information Handler (HIH)
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